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ABSTRACT

Technologies are keep evolving and growing where almost all activities and services such as in the area of trading, commerce and education can be completed via online. Unfortunately, the funeral arrangement and handling service is still operating in the same process as it is done by our elderly before. Here, the proposed application will help user handling the funeral a lot faster and easier. JenzCare is a platform where the service provider and the user can match with one’s need on the funeral arrangement service. JenzCare is a unique idea because no similar application or system had been developed in related on a Muslim funeral handling yet in Malaysia. This study provides new values to the traditional Islamic funeral arrangement services which has been practiced in the Malay community. JenzCare which employs analytical hierarchy process (AHP) technique just requires a medium-end smartphone to keep everything on the best user experience standard. In a nutshell, the system is a handy application for those who needs immediate assistance on funeral handling in Malaysia.
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Introduction

The expression "Islam" signifies accomplishing harmony with God and man, and submitting totally to God in idea, words, convictions and activities. Demise in Islamic culture is adequate and seen as an ordinary piece of life. Muslims see demise as a change starting with one state then onto the next, not an end. The cadaver of a Muslim in Arabic is known as "Janazah". A "Janazah" is characterized as a dead individual [1] and the word is gotten from "janz" which implies something shut [2]. An Arabic language master like Firousabadi additionally said that the word implies something that stays shut and secured. It is gotten from a progression of formations; Janaza-yajnizu-janazatan wa jinazatan [3]. The “burial service” is otherwise called the dead individual who lost his life in this world. Local people additionally allude to the “burial service” as "dead," which is gotten from the Arabic word [4]. Typically, "memorial service" is utilized prior to wearing straightforward internment fabric (kafan). When the body is covered or enveloped by a straightforward piece of fabric (the cover), it is known as the miyat [5].

The interminable inventory of a Muslim, it is the obligation of his family or the various Muslims inside the adjoining neighbourhood organize the entombment administration that manages it as shown in the Islamic Sharia and customs of the area. As in Malaysia, the Muslim Malay people group is unmistakable concerning the arrangement for commemoration administration and chiefs, The Malay Memorial Service collaboration is orchestrated into two stages. The essential stage is the second ruinous stage and the following stage after death is the chief stage. For this paper, the discussion is just in the second time of the entombment on the load up help.

The posthumous organization period has a couple of stages. They are the start of commemoration administration, washing, stowing away, requesting and internment. The burial service should be washed by Islamic law in the washing of the memorial service (died). The burial service shower will occur after the shower. In the wake of washing and showering, dry the coat with clean towels prior to beginning the covering cycle. As a rule, notwithstanding, three to four people will be connected to genuine clothing and inclusion. Individuals who may wash the expired should be grown-up Muslims, reliable, and of a similar sexual direction as the friendly. For instance, if the consummation is a male, now just men should shower with it, and the exception is for kids, either men or females who are washing and covering. Covering is the pattern of wrapping that happens at a memorial service before a capture closes. The basic size of the cap is examined and this is by refraction over the body through a piece of material that covers the entire body and head. White boards are suggested from an unobtrusive material [6]. It isn't recommended for inordinate use as a cover (Kafan). All assessments may change contingent upon the stature of the memorial service (terminated). Sheet material ought to have no sewing, not silk, outright white texture. It is emphatically connected
with the way that in the wake of washing and covering the memorial service, it should be covered following the burial service petition.

Intergenerational transmission has not changed the normal practices of arranging and managing funerals that involve local communities. However, the evolvement of the technology offers an opportunity in assisting the funeral arrangement process among the Islamic Malays community. Here, the proposed solution will help family of the deceased handling the funeral a lot faster and easier. I-JenzCare is an online local community platform where the service provider and the user (family of the deceased) can match the arrangement needed on the funeral service. I-JenzCare is a unique idea because no similar application or system had been developed in related on a Muslim funeral handling in Malaysia. This paper introduces new values to the traditional Islamic funeral arrangement services practiced in the Malay community. I-JenzCare which employs analytical hierarchy process technique, just requires a medium-end smartphone to keep everything on the best user experience standard. In a nutshell, the system is a handy application for those who needs immediate assistance on funeral handling in Malaysia.

The remaining of this paper is presented as follows. Section 2 discusses previous work on existing applications similar to this study. In section 3, the methodology and the system framework are discussed followed by section 4 where implementation of this application is presented. Section 5 sums up the study with conclusions and future works.

**Previous Work**

Existing applications or websites become good references for this study. In Malaysia, there are only few funeral service application or website, specifically, for Muslims. Some applications that are widely used by millions of users are Pusara Checklist, Muslim Pro, Grab [7]. Pusara Checklist is a Global Positioning Systems (GPS) based cemetery dictionary application. This application capable to store and search cemetery that have been submitted to the system. It can also view others’ cemetery search by name. Unfortunately, this application indeed has slow responded even with fast internet connection [8].

Next reviewed application is Muslim Pro application. Muslim Pro is an all-in-one application on Muslim routine prayers guidance [9]. This application has a lot of features where the main features are Quran, Qibla direction and Prayers time with various type of setting. It is a complete application for Muslim basic daily activities guidance.

Another interesting application that has been reviewed is Grab application. Grab is a famous e-hailing application that allows user to arrange transportation and food delivery. Recently, the company also introduced their new features called GrabPay [10]. Even the Muslim Pro and Grab applications seem not related to this study in nature but the features offer in both two applications can be adopted into I-JenzCare.

The proposed arrangement, I-JenzCare will incorporate Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) innovation and client audit for I-JenzCare to produce a classified memorial service result dependent on client models. These rules are area, rating and administration charges. AHP is an organized strategy that performs complex choice examination, in view of arithmetic and brain science [11]. It is a technique for getting proportions of proportion from the matched examination. Data sources can be gotten from a genuine estimation, for example, value, weight, or sincere belief as sensations of fulfilment and inclination. The AHP calculation included even examination, eigenvector calculation, and proxy request [12]. Self-evaluations are changed over into mathematical qualities and prepared to group every option on a mathematical scale. Table 1 sums up past work on fusing AHP innovation into their examinations.

**Table 1: Summarization of Previous Works on AHP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/Year</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Critics/Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shuai Li, Anki Sun</td>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>To break down water assets for research, a Water Resources Assessment Index (WREI) model was made, which received the Fuzzy Comprehensive Assessment (FCE) in light of the calculation (AHP). The auxiliary elements were disregarded and henceforth the various leveled approach put the fundamental elements as indicated by the division, and a three-layer structure. The high level is WREI. AHP was utilized for the weight was resolved first, at that point a mysterious judgment was utilized to pass judgment on the objective.</td>
<td>The given example is not related from objective of this system. Using 2 technique which is, (AHP) and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation (FCE). It is too much for the system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**System Design And Implementation**

Applications are intended to be adaptable, simple to utilize, convenient, and to help dynamic data. The application is created utilizing the Ionic structure (HTML, TS, CSS) and MySQL for online data set stockpiling [15]. Figure 1 portrays the system of this examination.

Users can request service on funeral arrangement and management based on proximity of the service providers. The service offered normally on bathing, shrouding, praying and burial of the jenazah. These also include all the preparation needed in handling the funeral. However, user may also itemize the service requested. Upon requesting the service, i-JenzCare will rank and list the service providers either by proximity or user reviewed. Figure 2 shows that the requested service request by the user has been agreed to be handled by the chosen service provider.

Figure 1: The Framework

i-JenzCare application acts as a platform between Muslim users and funeral handlers on Islamic funeral management. Funeral handlers will be called as service provider in future reference. This application has four modules as depicts in Figure 1. Service providers will register their particulars in i-JenzCare application which will become their profiles.

Figure 2: Service Requested Status
After completing all the requested funeral services, the service provider will update remarks on the completed service. This will be processed by cases module. Cases module records all the services handled by the service provider. Based on the service given, users are encouraged to write or give feedback via i-JenzCare application. This rating and feedback will use to rate the service providers.

Conclusion

This study presents the development of the application that focuses on the Islamic funeral arrangement with the aid of technology. Through this application, it can stream the information on the funeral service offered within the community. I-JenzCare application is viewed as an aid to the deceased family to arrange and manage the jenazah as soon as possible after his death. For future work, i-JenzCare application plans to integrate with another module that relates with Islamic law on the division of the deceased’s property heredity known as faraid.
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